INTRODUCTION
A central requirement of the biological role of restrictionmodification (RM) enzymes is the ability of an endonuclease to introduce a double-strand (ds) break into DNA molecules that contain an unmethylated binding sequence. For many of the endonucleases classified as Type II RM enzymes, recognition of a solitary sequence is sufficient to elicit this activity. For example, the extensively studied endonuclease EcoRV is a homodimer that binds to one copy of the palindromic sequence 5 0 -GAT#ATC-3 0 and introduces a dsDNA break as indicated by the arrow (1) . However, for many other Type II RM enzymes (2) , and for all of the RM enzymes classified as Types I or III (3), DNA cleavage activity requires the presence of at least two copies of the recognition site. These sites can be separated in solution by distances much larger than the dimensions of the interacting protein(s), and therefore 'long-range communication' events must be used to signal the presence of both sites. For the ATP-independent Type II enzymes, this communication is brought about by an enzyme binding simultaneously to two (or more) DNA sequences (4) . Where the sites are on the same DNA molecule (in cis), this will result in the formation of a DNA loop. Where the sites are on separate DNA molecules (in trans), this will result in the formation of a so-called sandwich complex. The efficiency of communication is therefore dependent on the local concentration of the DNA sites rather than their connectivity per se (5) . In contrast, the ATP-dependent Type I and Type III enzymes will only communicate with sites in cis (6, 7) . Proteins from both families contain domains with amino acid motifs and structures characteristic of Superfamily 2 DNA helicases (8, 9) . These domains are not involved in DNA unwinding, but are used to couple ATP hydrolysis to long-range 1-D communication (10) (11) (12) . A number of models, which are described below, have been proposed for how this can occur.
DNA loop translocation
In this model, the helicase domain binds non-specific DNA adjacent to the recognition site, hydrolyses adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and translocates along the intact duplex strand away from the site. At the same time, the helicase domain interacts with other protein components of the RM complex that are tightly bound to the recognition site. The result is that a growing loop of DNA is formed (13) . When the translocating helicase collides head-on with another translocating RM motor, dsDNA cleavage is activated. It is likely that during translocation the nuclease domain is inactivated, and cleavage can only occur upon interaction with the second enzyme. Loop translocation has been observed for the Type I RM systems using a variety of assays both in vitro and in vivo (e.g. 14-16). These enzymes have two helicase domains per RM complex, each motor translocating along the DNA from either side of the site, resulting in the simultaneous translocation of two DNA loops (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . There is therefore no preference for relative site orientations between a pair of sites (19) . The motor steps one base pair for each ATP hydrolysed, with the DNA being twisted by 360 for each 10 bp moved (20) . Significant amounts of ATP must be consumed during translocation, particularly as these enzymes can move over thousands of base pairs.
A similar loop translocation model has also been proposed for the Type III enzymes, except that the motor moves in just one direction on DNA governed by the initial binding of the enzyme to its asymmetric recognition site (21) . This model explains the preference during cleavage for pairs of sites in specific inverted orientations, as only motors that collide head-on will cleave the DNA. Whilst evidence from several independent AFM studies is consistent with loop formation (22) (23) (24) , other studies have failed to find DNA looping (7) , changes in DNA topology (25) or stepwise motion on DNA (26) consistent with a 1-D tracking model. Additionally, the Type III enzymes have ATPase activities more than two orders of magnitude slower than the Type I enzymes yet similar DNA cleavage rates (12, 21, 26) , inconsistent with the same 1-bp-one-ATP-tracking mechanism.
DNA tracking without loop formation
It has also been proposed that the Type III RM complexes could release their recognition sequences during translocation, moving on DNA without loop formation (27) . The direction of translocation would still be dictated by the orientation of the DNA sequence, so giving a site orientation preference. Whilst consistent with the evidence against the formation of DNA loops, this model is still inconsistent with the current models for ATP coupling by helicase motors given the small amounts of ATP consumed before cleavage occurs.
DNA sliding
A third model proposed recently for the Type III enzymes is that the role of ATP hydrolysis is to induce a conformational change in the enzyme from a DNArecognition mode to a 1-D DNA sliding mode, the latter being a passive mechanism driven by thermal motion (26, 28) . Because the initial site recognition event is asymmetric and DNA sliding proceeds without the enzyme releasing the DNA, 'memory' of site orientations can be maintained during communication. As the motion is thermally driven and thus random, the enzyme will search both up-and down-stream of the site with equal probability. This model can account for the low ATP usage of Type III enzymes-as little as one ATP per sliding event could be required. It also explains the inhibitory effect of DNA ends upstream from a site on linear DNA as the enzyme will be more likely to fall off the DNA. DNA 'hopping/jumping', where an enzyme dissociates from and re-binds to the same DNA molecule, cannot account for the 1-D movement of Type III enzymes as DNA release would lose the memory of the site orientation and all site pairings would be cut equally well.
Passive DNA looping
Whilst the formation of DNA loops between pairs of Type I or Type III enzymes by 3-D capture has been observed (22, 23, 29, 30) , this mechanism alone cannot account for the activity of these enzymes. Instead, the formation of these loops may be an early step that stabilises a multisite nucleoprotein complex so facilitating the subsequent 1-D communication events.
In the accompanying paper (31), we demonstrate that dsDNA cleavage by the single polypeptide RM enzyme LlaGI requires ATP hydrolysis-dependent communication between two DNA sites in a specific head-to-head orientation. Therefore, which of the mechanisms described above could LlaGI use to communicate between the sites? On the basis of primary amino acid sequence analysis, the helicase and methyltransferase (MTase) domains of LlaGI are most similar to the classical Type I enzymes (32) . However, the requirement for a pair of DNA sites with a specific relative orientation and the methylation of only one strand of those sites (31) , are more reminiscent of the Type III enzymes [and some recently-identified Type II enzymes (33) ]. Here we demonstrate that LlaGI communicates between distant DNA sites using a unidirectional loop translocation mechanism that is most consistent with a Type I-like behaviour. This activity can be readily incorporated into a model for how LlaGI cleaves DNA. Multi-domain proteins such as LlaGI are the most abundant proteins in existence-over 50% of prokaryotic proteins and 70% of eukaryotic proteins have more than one domain (34)-and the fusion of nuclease and helicase domains play a number of important genetic roles (35) . Despite this, very little mechanistic analysis has been carried out on such systems and it is not clear how these modular enzyme activities are coordinated and controlled on DNA. The data presented here and in the accompanying papers show that LlaGI is an ideal model system to address these questions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA
To prepare DNA for biochemical assays, Escherichia coli Top10 (Invitrogen, CA, USA) or XL10-Gold (Stratagene) were transformed with the required plasmid, grown in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 37 MBq/l [ 3 H-methyl] thymidine and the DNA extracted by density gradient centrifugation in CsCl-ethidium bromide (31) . Linear DNA substrates were generated by digestion with commercial restriction enzymes and purified by phenol/chloroform and chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation. DNA concentrations were determined from UV absorbance at 260 nm, assuming that an optical density of 1 corresponds to 50 mg/ml DNA and a molecular weight of 6.6 Â 10 5 Da/kb. Catenane substrates. pSH1 (37) was digested with BamHI and the 3480-bp fragment re-ligated to form pSH1-F. One round of QuikChange mutagenesis was used to remove one of the three LlaGI sites in pSH1-F to generate pSH1-G. The 742-bp BamHI fragment from pSH1 (containing a LlaGI site) was re-inserted into pSH1-G in the original orientation at the BamHI site to generate plasmid pSH1-H. Further rounds of QuikChange mutagenesis were used to remove either one or two of the LlaGI sites to produce pC2 and pC1, respectively. C2cat and C1cat are [-2] singly interlinked catenane versions of the plasmids generated using Tn21 resolvase as described previously (5-7).
Proteins
Wild-type LlaGI and LlaGI DA078 were produced and purified as described in the accompanying papers (31, 38) . Wheat germ topoisomerase I, E. coli topoisomerase I and purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) were purchased from Promega (WI, USA), New England Biolabs (MA, USA) and Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK), respectively. Coumarin-labelled phosphate binding protein (PBP) and Tn21 resolvase were produced as described previously (5, 20) . 
DNA cleavage assay
DNA triplex displacement assay
Triplex displacement measurements were carried out in an SF61-DX2 stopped-flow fluorimeter as described previously (20) . The sample temperature was maintained at 20 C by a waterbath connected to the chamber housing the syringes and flow cell. Reactions were started by adding ATP to a DNA/enzyme mix with the final reaction conditions as 1 nM linear DNA (0.5 nM tetramethylrhodamine triplex), 10 nM LlaGI unless indicated otherwise, and 0-4000 mM ATP in TMD Buffer. Reactions containing <4 mM ATP were supplemented with 25 mM phosphocreatine and 5 U/ml creatine phosphokinase (both Sigma-Aldrich). The exponential phases of the triplex displacement profiles were fitted to a single or double exponential increase with time offset (double shown):
Where A 1 and A 2 are the amplitudes of the phases and, k 1 and k 2 are the corresponding rates of those phases, t is the time after mixing with ATP and T app is the lag time corresponding to translocation of the fastest enzyme population. The variation of T app (s) with distance (d, bp) was fitted to:
Where k step is the rate of translocation and T i is a macroscopic reaction time that is governed by either the initiation phase of the reaction or by steps at triplex displacement (20) . Although the distance between the LlaGI site and the triplexes defines an upper bound for the translocation distance (see above), the data in Figure 2E are independent of this uncertainty. The dependence of k step on the ATP concentration was fitted to a hyperbolic relationship:
Phosphate release assay
The preparation and calibration of the Coumarin-labelled PBP, and its utilisation in a stopped-flow fluorimeter assay was as described previously (20) . Reactions were started by adding ATP to a DNA/enzyme mix with the final conditions as 0.5 nM linear DNA, 10 nM LlaGI, 0-1050 mM ATP, 200 mM 7-methylguanosine, 0.01 U/ml PNP and 12 mM PBP in TMD buffer. The concentration of PBP used allowed reliable linear measurement of up to 2 mM P i and all steady-state fits were made within this range (data not shown). The photo multiplier tube response was calibrated using titration of a P i standard according to Webb (39) . As we measured a steady-state accumulation of P i (i.e. the translocating LlaGI concentration being $24 000-fold less than that of the PBP), the observed rates were not limited by the K D of PBP for P i . At the maximal ATPase rate measured under our experimental conditions, PBP was not rate-limited by the P i -binding rate (39) . LlaGI showed a non-specific ATPase rate that was 6.5-13% of the specific signal. We corrected the profiles on the specific DNA by subtracting the non-specific DNA data collected at the same ATP concentration.
The ATPase rate profiles were fitted to an equation describing a single exponential approach to a steady state (40):
Where V is the steady-state velocity of P i production and k ini is the initial exponential rate. The use of this fit assumes that the steady state is close to 100% occupied and that initiation comprises a unimolecular rate-limiting step (see main text). The linear steady-state phases were also fitted to:
The dependence of the V on ATP concentration was fitted to a hyperbolic relationship [equivalent to Equation (3)].
Error propagation in the triplex displacement and ATPase assays
For the purposes of estimating the ATP coupling ratio, we need to be able to estimate the influence of both statistical/ random errors and systematic errors. This is considered in detail in (20) . In brief, for the determination of K M and V max using both assays, the statistical errors are smaller than the scatter in the data points. Since the scatter makes a greater contribution to the statistics of the fit, the fitting to Equation (3) was not weighted to the statistical errors. For the ATPase data, additional systematic errors that arise due to uncertainties in the DNA concentration (which defines the maximum possible concentration of translocating species) and in the absolute occupancy of the steady state will affect all data points to the same extent and with the same sign and therefore are not useful in weighting the fit. Where the systematic errors are more critical are in the calculation of the coupling ratio. Estimates determined previously using the Type I enzyme EcoR124I for the total systematic error from the ATPase values are +11% and À6% (20) . We currently do not have enough information on the LlaGI enzyme to accurately estimate the steady-state occupancy during translocation. However, the triplex data is consistent with a re-initiation of translocation that is not rate limiting. In addition, the initiation times of LlaGI are faster than that of EcoR124I, indicating that the steady state will be occupied to a greater extent. We are therefore confident that the errors here are within this range. For the coupling ratio of EcoR124I (20) , the total precision of the sample mean that incorporates both statistical and systematic errors was +15% and -10%. We suggest that because similar or smaller errors will arise here, we will apply the same error range to our coupling data when considering the data precision.
DNA topoisomerase assay
Relaxed DNA was generated by treating 42 nM DNA (pRMA03 and pRMA03F) with 0.25 U/ml wheat germ topoisomerase I in NEBuffer 2 (New England Biolabs).
Reactions were incubated at 37 C for 30 min. The DNA was purified by phenol/chloroform and chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation. Topology experiments contained 10 nM DNA, 4 mM ATP, 50 nM LlaGI DA078 , 1U/ml wheat germ topoisomerase I or 0.5 U/ml E. coli topoisomerase I in NEBuffer 4 containing 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin. Reactions were incubated at 37 C for 30 min and stopped by the addition of 0.5 volumes 3 Â STEB [0.1 M Tris, pH 7.5, 0.2 M EDTA, 40% (w/v) sucrose, 0.4 mg/ml bromophenol blue]. Samples were heated to 67 C and then run on a 1% (w/v) agarose TAE gel in the absence of ethidium bromide (EtBr) at 6.25 V/cm for $3 h. Gels were post-stained with EtBr to visualise the DNA.
RESULTS
Based on the alternative models for long-range communication described above, we can make predictions about the activities of LlaGI that we can test using assays that have been successfully applied to Type I, II and III RM enzymes.
Endonuclease activity on DNA catenanes
As noted above, whilst enzymes that utilize 3-D DNA looping do not necessarily require covalent connectivity between a pair of sites to activate DNA cleavage, local site concentration can limit the reaction. For example, the Type II enzyme SfiI cleaves a two-site DNA faster that a one-site DNA as the intramolecular collisions between two sites on the same DNA are more frequent than the intermolecular interactions between two sites on separate DNA molecules (5). However, if separate one-site DNA molecules are topologically linked to form a catenane, the local intermolecular site concentration is very similar to the intramolecular site concentration. Accordingly, SfiI cuts two sites on separate rings of a catenane as rapidly as two sites on the same DNA (5). In contrast, the Type III RM enzymes cannot cut a catenane when the recognition sites are on separate rings as the 1-D connectivity is lost (7) . Therefore, by comparing the DNA cleavage activity of LlaGI on both plasmid and catenane substrates we can distinguish between 1-D and 3-D mechanisms of communication (41) .
We first compared a plasmid with two LlaGI sites in indirect repeat (pC2, Figure 1A ) with a [-2] singlyinterlinked catenane in which the sites are on separate DNA rings (C2cat, Figure 1A ). Intermediates and products of DNA cleavage by LlaGI that can be separated by agarose gel electrophoresis are shown in Figure 1B . The rate of cleavage of pC2 was measured at a saturating concentration of LlaGI ( Figure 1C ) (rate here refers to the initial rate of substrate loss). The profile obtained matches closely that observed with pHH-3 in Figure 6D of Smith et al. (31) . Under the same reaction conditions, C2cat was cleaved more slowly ( Figure 1D ), first generating intermediates in which one or other DNA ring is nicked (OC 2 and OC 3 ), followed by the final product in which both rings are nicked (OC 4 ). The linear products resulting from dsDNA cleavage of either ring were never observed. We also observed that upon extended incubation, the nicked product became smeared on the agarose gel. We interpret this as further strand-specific cleavage at the nick sites to produce ssDNA gaps that will have faster electrophoretic mobilities (Stanley,L. and Szczelkun,M.D, unpublished data).
We next compared a plasmid with one LlaGI site (pC1, Figure 1A ) with a [-2] singly-interlinked catenane in which the LlaGI site is on the smaller of the two rings (C1cat, Figure 1A ). The cleavage rate profile for pC1 shows the DNA nicking expected of a one-site DNA ( Figure 1E ). The rate is slower than that on either C2cat ( Figure 1D) or pHT-12 ( Figure 6F in (31) ). The rate of cleavage of C1cat is faster than the corresponding pC1 ( Figure 1E ) but is similar to that of C2cat ( Figure 1D ).
In the accompanying paper we showed that on a onesite DNA, LlaGI could only produce a nicked product (31) . The cleavage profiles on the DNA catenanes show that even when linked, each DNA ring acts like an isolated one-site substrate and only supports DNA nicking. Therefore, dsDNA cleavage by LlaGI must require two sites on the 'same' DNA molecule consistent with a 1-D communication mechanism. We note that some sitespecific recombinases will only recombine DNA catenanes that have multiple interlinks (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) . In these cases, the multiple catenane nodes substitute for supercoil nodes that are usually required for successful long-range communication. However, we can rule this out for LlaGI as cleavage activity is independent of DNA topology (7, 26) and the subsequent assays presented here confirm a 1-D tracking mechanism (see below).
The cleavage rate profile for C1cat shows that the DNA nicking activity is confined to the small ring that contains the site, with the large ring remaining intact ( Figure 1F ). This indicates that the non-specific nicking activity is also linked by a 1-D communication mechanism. A model for the nicking activity that explains the different DNA cleavage rates is considered in the Discussion. Although we can dismiss passive 3-D DNA looping as playing a direct role in the cleavage pathways, we cannot rule out that looping between pairs of LlaGI molecules may play an indirect role in stabilising a higher-order nucleoprotein complex, as suggested for the classical Type I enzymes (29, 30) and the Type III enzymes (23).
Translocation activity measured by the triplex displacement assay
The catenane data demonstrates that LlaGI most likely communicates between sites in 1-D, which could occur by either tracking or sliding modes. Previously, we developed an assay to validate and measure tracking by means of triplex displacement [ Figure 2A (14) ]. Whilst Type I RM enzymes and other bona fide DNA translocases can displace a specifically bound triplex upon collision (14, 20) , the Type III RM enzymes cannot (26) . To test the activity of LlaGI, we utilized three linear DNA substrates each of which has four independent TBSs regularly-spaced along the DNA ( Figure 2B ). The first DNA (RMA03) does not carry an LlaGI recognition site and we do not expect any displacement from this DNA. The second and third substrates have a single LlaGI in alternative orientations (RMA03R and RMA03F). Given the preference for DNA with two sites in head-to-head repeat (31), we predicted that the communication process has a directional preference. We therefore expected triplex displacement from RMA03F but not from RMA03R, as on the latter DNA the enzyme will move away from the triplexes and towards the free DNA end.
LlaGI was pre-incubated with linear DNA in which a single DNA triplex had been pre-bound (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The reaction was then started by rapid mixing with ATP (to 4 mM) in a stoppedflow fluorimeter and the triplex binding monitored by changes in fluorescence. Reaction profiles for RMA03, RMA03R and RMA03F are shown for the 168-bp spacing in Figure 2C . Triplex displacement was only observed on RMA03F, in which the triplex was located on the 3 0 side of the LlaGI recognition site, as written (5 0 -CTnGAyG-3 0 ). The profile gives a good fit to Equation (1) as expected for a translocation process (see below). When the triplex was located on the 5 0 side of the site (RMA03R) or in the absence of an LlaGI site (RMA03), triplex displacement was not observed. This result is consistent with unidirectional translocation by LlaGI from its site. The direction of motion coincides with that predicted from the cleavage assays in the accompanying paper (31) . It differs from observations with the classical Type I enzymes in which bi-directional translocation produces triplex displacement from both sides of the site simultaneously (14) .
The triplex displacement profile on RMA03F (168 bp) in Figure 2C shows an exponential displacement rate preceded by a distinct lag phase with a good fit to Equation (1) . This is characteristic of motion of an enzyme population in a stepwise manner along the DNA starting at the LlaGI site (14, 47) . To explore this further, we measured the LlaGI activity on RMA03F using each of the four triplexes in turn ( Figure 2D ). Similar profiles were seen with all spacings: a lag phase followed by an exponential displacement phase. To obtain an accurate estimate of the lag time (T app ), each profile was fitted to a single exponential increase with time offset (see 'Materials and Methods' section, modified version of Equation (1); data not shown). The good fit to a single exponential (data not shown) suggests that dissociation during translocation or other off-pathway events are rare. The T app values as a function of distance could be fitted by Equation (2) (Figure 2E ). This linear relationship is entirely consistent with a unidirectional translocating motor (14) . We can estimate the rate of translocation as $171 bp/s. The y-axis intercept gives T i = $0.5 s. This value can relate to either the translocation initiation rate or to the triplex dissociation rate (20)-we cannot distinguish between these from the triplex assay alone.
In the experiments above, LlaGI was present at a concentration sufficient to fully displace the triplex at all spacings (100 nM-see 'Materials and Methods' section). To explore the effect of protein concentration in more detail, we measured triplex displacement on RMA03F (168 bp) at different LlaGI concentrations ( Figure 2F , inset). Below 5 nM LlaGI (with the DNA at 1 nM), we observed a decrease in the maximum amount of triplex displaced. The profiles show double exponential displacement phases with no further displacement observed, even with extended incubation. A simple explanation for this data is that below 5 nM LlaGI the DNA is no longer saturated with active protein and on some DNA translocation cannot occur. Where translocation does occur, the LlaGI motors become irreversibly associated with that DNA so that steady-state turnover of LlaGI does not occur (at least on a minute timescale). An apparent lack of turnover has also been attributed to the classical Type I and Type III RM enzymes (3) . Figure 2F shows the maximum percentage triplex displaced as a function of LlaGI concentration. The data cannot be described by one-site binding relationships (data not shown). Two alternative models are consistent with the data: (i) Cooperative binding of n LlaGI monomers to make an active translocating machine; or (ii) interaction of a LlaGI monomer under 'tight-binding conditions' but where the active concentration of LlaGI is lower than the input concentration (i.e. a low specific activity). We cannot currently distinguish between these alternatives.
ATP coupling during DNA translocation
The above-mentioned triplex data are consistent with stepwise DNA translocation. In this case, the hydrolysis of ATP should be coupled to the stepping process. We first tested this by measuring the effect of ATP concentration on the triplex profiles. At a saturating concentration of ATP (4 mM; Figure 2D ), the bimolecular rate of the nucleotide binding is significantly faster than the translocation rate. If the concentration of ATP were lowered however, the bimolecular binding rate would start to become rate limiting and the observed stepping rate would decrease (20) . This is exactly what we observed (shown for the 807 bp spacing in Figure 3A) . As the ATP concentration decreases, the lag phase increases (indicative of slower translocation) whilst the exponential displacement phase gets slower (indicative of a broadening of the enzyme population distribution on the DNA). By measuring the lag phases on RMA03F with each triplex at different ATP concentrations, we obtained a series of linear lag timedistance relationships (data not shown) from which we could estimate the stepping rate as a function of ATP ( Figure 3B , blue line). This relationship could be fitted by a hyperbolic relationship to give a K M of 67.8 ± 1.2 mM and a V max of 173 ± 1 bp/s. This relationship is similar to that seen for the Type I RM enzyme EcoR124I and indicates that ATP binding is not cooperative during the motor cycle. We cannot however rule out the action of multiple independent motors.
We measured the ATPase rate of LlaGI using the PBP assays as used previously with the Type I enzyme EcoR124I (20) . In brief, LlaGI was pre-incubated with linear DNA in the presence of coumarin-labelled PBP (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The reaction was then started by rapid mixing with ATP in a stopped-flow fluorimeter and the fluorescence monitored ( Figure 3C ). We measured the rate profiles using both specific (RMA03F) and non-specific (RMA03) substrates. The data for the specific DNA were then corrected for the non-specific background.
The resulting profiles show a slow acceleration phase leading to a linear steady state ( Figure 3C ). (Over the timescales and sensitivity used here, we did not observe any changes in the ATPase rate that could be related to the LlaGI motor reaching the free DNA end.) Both the acceleration and linear rates increased with ATP concentration. These data can be described by the model for loop initiation and translocation in Figure 2A . The first step (k ini ) is the initial formation of a DNA loop catalysed by ATP binding. Since the ATPase activity is measured under 'steady-state' conditions ([DNA] « [PBP]), we cannot determine if ATP is hydrolysed at this step. Thereafter, loop translocation is dependent upon ATP hydrolysis (at a rate k ATP ). If we assume that dissociation from the DNA during translocation (k off ) is negligible, the accumulation of P i in this model can be described by a single exponential approach to a linear steady state [Equation (4) in 'Materials and Methods' section; (40) ], where the steady-state rate is k ATP . However, fitting the LlaGI data with Equation (4) reveals small but systematic variations in the exponential phase that are indicative of a higher-order relationship during initiation ( Figure 3D ). Similar deviations were observed with EcoR124I (20) , and can be attributed to either: (i) multiple rate-limiting steps during loop formation whose rates are similar in magnitude; (ii) off-pathway inhibited states during initiation; and/or (iii) an acceleration of the translocation rate as the loop grows beyond a topologically constrained size. We cannot distinguish between these models from our data. The LlaGI data were also fitted to a simple linear relationship [Equation (5)] ( Figure 3D ). The convergence of Equations (4) and (5) for points above 15 s shows that the linear phase has been reached and therefore both equations can yield an accurate estimate of the steadystate rate.
The rate of phosphate released was converted to phosphates released per motor per second by dividing by the DNA concentration. This assumes that all DNA molecules have a single translocating LlaGI motor and that all motors are active in the steady state. The former is likely to be correct as the binding is saturated ( Figure 2F ). However, if termination of translocation is significant, the steady-state occupancy would be <100% as some enzymes would be in the processes of re-initiation. In the previous study of EcoR124I, the steady-state occupancy could be calculated with a degree of accuracy from the known rates for motor dissociation and re-initiation (20) . Although the triplex data in Figure 2D are consistent with a negligible off rate, the ATPase rates obtained here are a lower boundary because the other kinetic values are not currently known.
The relationship between k ATP and the ATP concentration is show in Figure 3B . The data can be fitted to a hyperbolic relationship to give a K M of 43.6 ± 1.3 mM and a V max of 250 ± 2 bp/s. The difference between the K M values from the triplex and ATPase assays most likely reflect experimental and systematic errors in the assays (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The experimental and fitted translocation and ATPase rates at each ATP concentration ( Figure 3B) were then compared to estimate the coupling ratio ( Figure 3E ). The coupling ratio has a range of 1.5-2 ATP/bp, with a systematic trend in the data, where an increase in ATP concentration produced a decrease in the ratio. The meaning and accuracy of this is discussed below.
LlaGI is a DNA loop translocase
The data presented above are consistent with the ATP-dependent stepwise motion of LlaGI along DNA in a directional manner. This could occur in one of two ways: (i) LlaGI could leave its recognition site during translocation (the 'tracking model', above); or (ii) LlaGI could remain bound to its recognition site during translocation, so extruding a growing loop of DNA (the 'loop translocation' model, above). We tested for the formation of a DNA loop during translocation using a topoisomerase assay that was successfully used to investigate the classical Type I enzymes [ Figure 4A (48) ]. In brief, if a motor translocates a loop of DNA by tracking along the DNA backbone, changes in DNA twist will be trapped in the DNA loop(s). Starting with a relaxed circular DNA, this produces an expanding loop with reduced twist (and therefore negative supercoiling) and a contracting loop with increased twist (and therefore positive supercoiling). Note that the changes in supercoiling are transient-if the enzyme dissociates, the DNA returns to a relaxed state. However, by including a DNA topoisomerase in the reaction, the changes in supercoiling can be permanently fixed ( Figure 4A ). Using wheat germ topoisomerase I, both supercoiled domains are relaxed. However, by using E. coli topoisomerase I, only the negatively supercoiled domain is relaxed such that the DNA becomes positively supercoiled overall. These changes would not be observed for a translocase that leaves its site and tracks on DNA without loop formation.
Zero-and one-site plasmids (pRMA03 and pRMA03F; see 'Materials and Methods' section) were pre-treated with wheat germ topoisomerase I to produce relaxed circular DNA (re-named for clarity in Figure 4B ). Some nicked DNA was produced during this reaction. These DNA were then treated with LlaGI DA078 and ATP as indicated, in the presence of either wheat germ topoisomerase I or E. coli topoisomerase I ( Figure 4C ). LlaGI DA078 is a nuclease mutant with normal translocation properties that was used to prevent DNA nicking during the reaction [see accompanying paper for more details (38) ]. In the absence of an LlaGI site or in the absence of ATP, permanent changes in the DNA topology were not observed. Using the one-site DNA and 4 mM ATP, the combined action of LlaGI and E. coli topoisomerase I produced a supercoiled product. This was confirmed as positively supercoiled DNA by subsequent topoisomerase treatment (data not shown). This product was not observed if wheat germ topoisomerase I was used instead. These data ares entirely consistent with DNA loop translocation by LlaGI as shown in Figure 4A and as observed previously for the classical Type I enzyme EcoAI (48) .
DISCUSSION
The data presented in this paper show that the single polypeptide RM enzyme LlaGI is a DNA loop translocase with features in common with the classical, multi-subunit Type I RM enzymes (3) . The steps in the reaction process can be described as follows: (i) LlaGI binds to its recognition site via the target recognition domain; (ii) the helicase domain binds the non-specific DNA rightward of the recognition site, trapping one DNA loop; (iii) the ATPase activity then causes DNA translocation past the helicase domain; (iv) a growing negatively supercoiled DNA loop is formed; and (v) loop translocation continues for thousands of base pairs until collision with another LlaGI enzyme triggers DNA cleavage (see below). On the basis of this mechanism, we suggest that LlaGI can be defined as a sub-class of the Type I RM enzymes. It highlights that almost exactly the same translocation mechanism can be evolved by both single and multisubunit systems. In fact, it could be argued that loop translocation is simply a consequence of a motor protein moving on DNA whilst an attached domain remains bound to the DNA; the attachment could be either via protein-protein contacts or a direct covalent linkage. The trapping of DNA domains as expanding and contracting loops is therefore very likely to be a common feature of molecular motors in a cell, where they will most often be part of higher-order nucleoprotein complexes. How helicase modules are coordinated and The four different starting substrates for the topology assay derived from pRMA03 and pRMA03F ('Materials and Methods' section). 0s is zero-site supercoiled, 0r is zero-site relaxed, 1s is one-site supercoiled and 1r is one-site relaxed. (C) LlaGI DA078 , a nuclease mutant of LlaGI (38) , was used to prevent DNA cleavage. Reactions contained 10 nM DNA and, as indicated, 4 mM ATP, 5 U E. coli topoisomerase I (E), 10 U wheat germ topoisomerase I (W) and/ or 50 nM LlaGI DA078 . Reactions were incubated for 30 min at 37 C and separated by agarose gel electrophoresis.
controlled within such machines is therefore a key question. LlaGI offers a very simple and tractable test system in this regard.
For the classical Type I RM enzymes, a combination of bulk solution and single molecule experiments have shown that the hydrolysis of one ATP is coupled to the movement of a monomeric motor by one base pair along the 3 0 -5 0 strand of intact dsDNA (20, 49) . Whilst the translocation activity of LlaGI is consistent with a Type I scheme, we do not currently have sufficient data to directly compare all these features. The range of ATP coupling ratios observed here (1.5-2.0; Figure 3E ) are higher than those measured for EcoR124I (1-1.5) (20) . Because of uncertainties in the concentration of the steady-state translocating species, both these ranges may be underestimates. Whereas the coupling of EcoR124I appeared to be independent of ATP concentration (at least within experimental error) (20) , the coupling of LlaGI shows a systematic increase in the ratio as the ATP concentration drops below the K M . One explanation for a coupling ratio >1:1 is that LlaGI occasionally enters an uncoupled state in which ATP hydrolysis no longer leads to motion on DNA. If this state were entered when the helicase motor is in a nucleotide-unbound state, then lowering the ATP concentration would increase its occupancy and thus increase the ratio, as observed ( Figure 3E) . Alternatively, the variation we observe may simply reflect systematic error differences between the two assays. Another explanation for a coupling ratio >1:1 is that multiple, independent LlaGI motors might be required to hydrolyse ATP and to move 1 bp. This could explain why multiple LlaGI monomers are required per site for cleavage. However, we cannot rule out an inactive population of enzyme in our preparations. Further analysis of the LlaGI translocation activity will be required, for example, using single molecule techniques, to fully compare LlaGI to the other dsDNA motors.
In the accompanying paper we show that dsDNA cleavage by LlaGI requires the presence of two sites on the same DNA in a specific head-to-head orientation (31) . DNAs with other arrangements of sites are only nicked. The DNA translocation activity measured here can readily explain these observations ( Figure 5 ). Convergent translocation by two LlaGI motors on a head-to-head substrate results in collision between the proteins ( Figure 5A ). This interaction forms the active endonuclease which then cuts the non-specific DNA on both strands at the interaction site. Consequently, dsDNA cleavage is randomized to locations between the headto-head sites (50), as observed. It is possible that the collision complex also recruits further LlaGI molecules from solution to complete the cleavage reaction. As translocation is unidirectional, dsDNA cleavage cannot occur if the sites are orientated tail-to-tail because the enzymes travel divergently towards the DNA ends ( Figure 5B ).
The DNA nicking activity of LlaGI observed in Figure 1 and in the accompanying paper (31) can also be explained by a translocation/collision model in which the nuclease domains will cut DNA upon collision with an immovable roadblock ( Figure 5C ). On a one-site circular DNA highly processive unidirectional translocation will eventually cause the motor to travel the full length of the DNA and collide with the 'back' of its own MTase-TRD domains bound at the site. Triplex displacement profiles on circular DNA suggest that LlaGI can complete translocation of >90% of a circular DNA despite the associated topological constraints (Smith, R.M., unpublished data). Similarly, where there are two sites in direct repeat, one LlaGI motor will collide with the back of the other (e.g. Figure 5C ). The stalling of the motor in both instances may cause the 'half' endonuclease to engage with one of the two strands. The other 'half' is not available to bind the opposite strand and consequently only one of the two strands can be cut. This suggests that the tracking motor is targeted to one of the two strands. This model is consistent with our data because the observed rate of nicking is dependent upon the distance to collision. On HT-12 [ Figure 6F in (31) ], C2cat and C1cat ( Figure 1D and F) , LlaGI has to travel 1.1-1.3 kb before the first collision and complete nicking is observed within $100 s. On pC1 however, LlaGI must translocate 4.2 kb and complete nicking is only observed after 200 s. Repeated rounds of translocation, collision and nicking of the same DNA strand might lead to the dissociation of short oligonucleotides and the formation of DNA gaps. This would also account for the smearing of nicked DNA seen here (e.g. Figure 1 ) and in the accompanying paper [e.g. Figure 6 in (31)].
It is notable that the model in Figure 5B is essentially the same as that suggested previously for the Type III enzymes to account for directional communication between their sites (21) . Moreover, it is highly likely that LlaGI requires this directional communication mechanism to overcome problems associated with site hemimethylation [see accompanying paper (31)], exactly as predicted for the Type III enzymes (51) . In agreement with the predictions of the model ( Figure 5B ), LlaGI translocates on DNA, forms supercoiled DNA loops and has an ATPase activity that is consistent with a stepwise helicase-based translocase activity. In contrast, experiments with the Type III enzymes provide evidence both for and against the model (7, 12, (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . It remains to be seen if the Type III enzymes and LlaGI share a similar mechanism, or if two completely different mechanisms have evolved to deal with the same biological problem of incomplete site methylation. 
